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VOLUME 5.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY EVENING, SEP I EMBER 3 1907
in Roswell over another day. The additional expense and loss of time was
the principal disadvantage. The con
test waa that Charles Tahn against
John E. Roach', Gatewood and Bowers
represent the contestant and James A.
Hall represents the contestee. Besid
es the parties most interested and
their attorneys, the following were
here as witnesses in the case: C. S.
saw, Poland, in 1842. With has daugh- Acker, M. S. Autrey, Frank Taylor,
ter, he is the only known living des- Earl Forbes. Charles Conway, Wm. Col. Sobieski will arrive in Roswell
Swanner and F. A. Burke. The hear tomorrow morning on the train from
cendant of the great warrior-king- ,
ing
of the contest was started this Carlsbad, which reaches here at 7:50
John Sobieski, of Poland, who with
local time, and it is planned that the
only 70,000 men defeated an army of morning.
people of this city shall give this great
400,000 Mohammedans
which threata fitting reception. He is
Mrs.
this
J.
Adams
character
returned
L
ened to overwhelm all Europe.
where she coming as the attraction of the Chau
He is the only son of Count So morning from Carlsbad,
bieski, who commanded the last Pol went to place her daughter in the Ca- tauqua Assembly tomorrow, and the
management asks that all the citizens
ish uprising in 1846, and who, with tholic sisters' school.
turn out tomorrow and give this man
many of his kinsmen, was executed
W. S. Davisson came up from
a reception fitting his station in life.
by the Russian authorities. Sobieski
this morning.
The Philharmonic band will furnish
is now exiled from Russia, and tinder
music for the occasion and lead the
penalty of death if he should return
procession that is to escort Col. Soto that country. He, with his mother,
bieski to his hotel. The N. M. M. I.
was forced to leave their great estate
boys have :been invited to be present.
and vast wealth,
including
about
Monday was the most successful
$500,000 worth of diamonds, and go
of all the days of the Chautauqua up
almost penniless into strange lands.
to that time. The Howard Payne quar
Yet with all his handicaps, he has
tet was the attraction, and the people
made a true success in life and and
showed their love of music in their
has spread his gospel of sunshine all
At the afternoon session
attendance.
over the
world, save
250 people were present, and at night
only New Zealand and Australia.
the crowd was doubled, the seating
capacity of the church being exhaust
it the business of the country cannot WILL PUT UP THE MONEY FOR ed. Tonight a hundred additional seats
be done today without violating it."
will be provided.
AN EASTERN OUTLET.
o
The quartet proved a strong attrac1,000 Second Hand Sacks Wanted
tion, as anticipated. The four as singAt Roswell Produce & Seed Co. 57t3
ers were excellent, and in the read
ings and specialties introduced for
Wyatt Johnson returned .this morn
diversion there was entertainment.
ing from a business trip to Artesia.
The attraction today is the celebrat
IS AN OBJECT LESSON
ed orator, Dr. Corbett. He is speaking
Rollins Smith, who is making an
this afternoon to a good house and
extended recuperating visit in this
will talk tonight on "Who is Our
part of New Mexico, left this morning
Neighbor?"
for Texico, where he will remain indefinitely.
Roswell People Return
From Trip
Single tickets to the Chautauqua
o
Over Proposed Route and Meeting are on sale at the Payton drug store.
Dr. E. M. Fisher, wife and two boys
Say the Men of the 50c, children 25c.
at Lubbock.
left this morning for Chicago, where
Panhandle Will Go Down in Their
they will remain five weeks while the
Pockets and Get the Road.
School tablets and stationery at
doctor is taking a post graduate course.
57t3
half price at Hampton's.

THE CHAUTAUQUA

ASSEMBLY PROGRAM
Tuesday, both afternoon and evening, at 2:30 and at 8:00 o'clock. Dr.
F. L. Corbett, of Adrian, Michigan,
will lecture. With him will be- - Miss
Ethel Banner, pianist, a pupil of Hoffmann and Miss Balma Bishop, vocalist. Both of these entertainments will
be treats. Dr.- Corbett has establish-

ed a national reputation as a platform lecturer, and the musical part
of the program will be unexcelled.

Wednesday will be Sobieski Day,
one of the star days of the Assembly.
The afternoon session at 2:30 will
open with music and a recital by Nell
Neil Parks. Then comes the lecture
fc.y Count Sobieski.
In the evening at 8 o'clock the program will be in the hands of the same
people. Count Sobieski will take as
his subject, "The Rise and Fall of the
Polish Republic and the Struggle of
Her People for Freedom."
Count Sobieski was born at War

GONFERFNCE
ON

TRUSTS

New York, Sept. 1. That the National Conference on Trusts and Combinations which is to ;be held in Chicago in October will create unusual
interest already is apparent. Scores
of letters from men prominent "in the
various pursuits have been received
by .the National Civic Federation, under whose auspices the Conference
is to be held. Almost without exception the expressions of the writers
are highly commendatory and the opin
son that great good wiR result from
the exchange of ideas appears to be
general. Among those who have writare the Rev. Dr. Lyten in this-veiman Abbott, D. D., editor of the Out-JooSamuel Gompers, president of
the American Federation of Labor;
Richard Watson Gilder, editor of The
Century; John Mitchell, president of
the United Mine Workers of Amerfr-caJudge Peter G. Grosscup of Chicago; Bishop Henry C. Potter; Chas.
G. Dawes, the Chicago banker; John
- M. Stahl, president of the Farmers
National Congress, and Nahun J.
Grand Master of the National Grange.
Dr. Abbott in his letter voices the
sentiment which runs through all the
communication when he says, "This
is a time when we need light, not
heat." Nearly all the writers believe
that the greatest good will come from
the wide publicity which will be given the trust question as a result of
open discussion by the leaders of
thought who will take part in the con
fereace. "It seems to me fundamental-lytrue,- "
writes Dr. Abbott, "that the
n

k;

;

r.

the railroads, the shipgeneral public are essen-

SOBIESKI

'

Hag-erma-

-

conventions

addition, the Post is giving a
$1,000 stake-- race to be run on Denver
Post day; will bring down the famous
Denver Post Boys' Band ; and has of
fered a silver loving cup for one of the
prizes at the haby show.
Taking it in all, their enterprise es
tablishes a high water mark in west
ern journalism and will aid, very materially in making this year's fair a
record breaker that every one anticipates.
.

English-speakin-

In

LIFE SAVED

BY A STAB

g

Mirs. J. G. Coleman left this morning for Gainesville, Tex., for a visit
with his mother

Mrs. Sailie Overman came in yester"
day from Redlands ranch, where she
has sbeen spending the summer, and
is at her old place in the store of the
Joyce-PruCompany.
it

Cazier will sell you the best land
in the Pecos Valley for the least money. Titles perfect. Dexter. N. M. 27t33

Nervita is coining to Roswell.
Capt. Warren Barlow arrived last
night from Brooklyn, N. , where he
has been visiting his father. He spent
the summer in the East at various
points and returns to resume his duties at the Military Institute.
Y--

City Marshal J. J. Rascoe is now
the grandfather of sixteen children.
His son, Willie Rascoe, Is the proud
papa of a fine girl that arrived yesterday at the home of the city marshal, at 307 South Missouri. Mother
and babe are doing nicely.

HAS

1

ONE IS

SERIO-JSL-

HURT

Y

Windpipe of One of the Combatants
is Cut, apd He Would Have Choked
to Death Had He Not Gotten His
Breath Through a Hole Stabbed in
His Lungs.
Wielder of Knife Escapes.

J. A. Mtlock came down from Elida
last night on business.
The people of the
Panhandle of
Texas have tired of waiting for capitalists and other railroads to give
them an eastern outlet and have decided to go down in their pockets, put
up the needed money and build one
for themselves. This was decided at
a meeting held at Lubbock, Texas,
last week, at which some Roswell men
were present.
Dr. G. T. Veal, George M. Slaugh
ter, J. O. Jackson Jr., and W. T. Wells
were the men who went from here to
the meeting. They returned last night
and report the finest of railroad spirit
all over the Panhandle. They say the
people there are giving Roswell a
splendid object lesson in (railroad building. They are doing it without asking
the assistance of anyone just going
ahead and putting up the money, pick
ing the route and will start the actual
construction work at once.
The route will be over two hundred
miles long and will extend from Here
ford to the T. P. at Stanton. It is to
be called the Panhandle Short Line.
It will be owned by the people along
the route, and as It will run through

M. P. Tabner, cattle inspector at
Portales, returned home today after the

spending two days in Roswell.
Mrs. M. E. Ewell
this morning for an extended
with relatives at McCune, Kan.

HURT IN FIGHT
UNUSUAL EXPERIENCE

MEXICAN

I!

property at Plain-viethey will have a big interest

Slaughter-Vea- l

and-daught-

--

-

o
Notice of Pendency of Civil Action.
Apolonio Carmona, a young Mexi
In the District Court; Chaves County,
can of twenty years, and Jose Dolores
New Mexico.
Olgin, another native son just 18, had
Lyman H. Zachery, Plaintiff,
v.
.. No. 1170. a fight early Sunday morning on South
Pecos avenue over a debt of seven
Joseph L. Gant; Unknown
dollars the latter is said to have owed
Heirs of Joseph L. Gant, dethe former, and although the older
ceased, if he be deceased;
boy got the better of it as long as
and the Unknown Claimants
they were using their fists and gave
of interest in the premises
his debtor . a severe beating, young
adverse to the plaintiff,
Jose turned the tables when he decidDefendants.
To Joseph L. Gant; the Unknown ed to "get even" and pulled his pocket
Heirs of Joseph L. Gant, deceased, if knife.
Jose cut and stabbed Apolonio sev
he be deceased; . and the Unknown
Claimants of Interest in the Prem- eral times, in the neck, shoulders,
ises adverse to the Plaintiff, that is arms and hbdy. Twice the knife-blad- e
in and to lot 11 (eleven) in block 15 entered the windpipe, and it is a won
(fifteen) of Roswell, Chaves county. der Apolonnio did not bleed or choke
New Mexico, defendants in the above-style- d to death. The remarkable part of the
and "numbered action, wherein case is that his life was saved by a
Lyman H. Zachery is plaintiff: You thrust In the chest, the hole thus made
are hereby notified there is now pend serving as a means of supplying air
ing in the district court of said to the lungs. When surgical attention
Chaves county. New Mexico, a civil was finally secured it was found that
action by said plaintiff against you, his windpipe was completely stopped
said defendants, the general object up with coagulated blood. Respiration
of said action being to establish plain as still made, however, and the surtiff's estate in and to said lot against geon found that the hole in the chest
any adverse claim thereto that you or was supplying the air.
After the fight Jose disappeared and
any one or more of you may make to
said lot, and for the purpose of having as no telegrams could :te sent, he was
said defendants and every one of not apprehended. He is probably well
them be declared barred and forever out of the country .by this time.
Apolonio was much better today, and
estopped from having or claiming any
right or title to eaid premises adverse there are strong hopes of his recovery.
to plaintiff's title thereto, and for genSingle tickets to the Chautauqua
eral and equitable relief, and for
costs; and that U. S. Bateman is the are on sale at the Payton drug store.
name of plaintiff's attorney, and his 50c,' children 25c.
postoffice address is Roswell, Chaves
Just received: small shipment of
county, New Mexico; and you," said
defendants, are further notified, that shelled walnuts and pecans. Last of
unless yoi enter your appearance in the season. Better order at once, be
Candy
said action on or before Thursday, fore1 all are gone. Kipling's
57t2
October 3, 1907, judgment by dafault Store.
in said action will be rendered against
For good, quiet, private board and
yon, and all of you, and the general
54t6
rooms
call at 708 N. Main st.
objects of said action will' be grant
ed plaintiff.
This the 16th day of August, 1907.
Nervita will be here this
S. I. ROBERTS,
week.
Clerk of Said Court.
6
to
TREE PROTECTORS, to protect
trees from the rabbits carload com
PREPARATIONS FOR THE
BIG TERRITORIAL FAIR. ing. Roswell Produce & Seed Co.
Special Dispatch to the Record.
Get your ice cream,, fruits and can
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 1. Den
57t3
at Hampton's.
dies
long
leading
ver has
been known as a
exponent of the best brand of western
Single tickets to the Chautauqua
enterprise and vigor. Its business inon sale at the Payton drug store.
aire
terests and newspaper are carrying on
a continuous and strenuous campaign 50c, children 25c.
for the upbuilding not only of Denver, GOVERNOR CURRY
' LEASES RESIDENCE
but of fhe whole Southwest. A good example of this is shown by From Santa Fe New .Mexican.
the determination of the Denver Post Governor Curry is going to houseto publish a special edition for the keepings He : has leased the residence
New Mexico Territorial Fair. The of Hon. J. W. Raynolds, the retiring
regular secretary of the Territory, during the
edition will be a complete,
size paper; Illustrated with numerous tetter's absence from Santa- Fe. Mr.
cuts and containing full descriptions Ray no Ida has planned to take an exof the big attractions offered through- tensive trip for health and recreation
out the whole Southwest.
in company with his wife, r
Especial attention will be paid the
Governor Carry will take posses
horse racing; the base ball tourna- sion of the house Immediately upon
ment; the Fighting Flames" spectac- the departure of the Raynolds family.
le and big street carnival; and the Frank Curry end Charles Carry, the
captive passenger carrying balloon two sons of Governor Curry are ex
"Albuquerque.
including a complete pected to arrive here in a few days.
account of details of aeronaut Bkond-fca- 's Charles will enter the New Mexico
attem.pt to hreak at the close of Military Institute at Roswell
-

-

(8-1-

-

-

-

-
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VS.

A SURE THING

DOUBTFUL FARMING

at Albuquerque for

called

the "Big Fair" week.

WILL BUILD

.

y

the' "Big Fair," the International long
distance balloon record.
Much space will also be given to
the Ibrano busting; the United States
cavalry maneuvers; the Indian sports
and dances; the firemen's ' tournament; the trades display parade; the
mineraj, live stock and agricultural
exhibits; and the many territorial

PANHANDLE

left in the road.
The four gentlemen mentioned have
visit
been gone about five days on a "fishing" trip and during that time toured
Mrs. Rose Quarterman and daugh- most of the proposed route in an autoter. Miss Julia, arrived this morning mobile. They passed through eight
by the southern route from Natchez, counties and in all rode probably four
Miss, where they have been visiting or five hundred miles.
for eight months.
FOR SALE:
Gentle horse, harness
Chicken dinner at Mrs. Spain's toand runabout. Apply 310 S. Mo. 58t3
morrow. 420 N. Richardson.
It
LOST:
A gold initial pin with letter
Mrs. M. D. Minter left this morniE. on it about the size of thumbng- for Amarlllo, where she will "visit
nail. Finder please return" to Record
a short time and from where she will
office.
158t2
v
go to Henrietta, Tex., to visit her
o
gone
'be
a
will
month
sister. She
about
FOR SALE:
One acre of land, nice.
ly located on West 2nd St., just outO. H. Smith, who has heen bedfast
side city limits. Small house, good
with, fever at his home at 711 North
chicken house, good well. Will be
Pennsylvania avenue for several days, sold
at a bargain. Address N. S
was able to be down town today.
Brown, box 13, Roswell.
58tf.
S. W. Gilbert came up from Artesia
Just received: small shipment of
this morning, accompanied by Henry
shelled walnuts and pecans. Last of
Hutsonpiiler,
who
Moines,
Des
la.,
of
misapprehension."
will " leave tomorrow for his home. the season. Better order at once .beThat the conference will be produc- fore all are gone. Kipling's Candy
tive of much good In that It will allow
58t2
R. D. Funk came up from his claim Store.
all sides to meet and freely express near Dexter this morning to spend
their opinion on what he regards as two days here on business and visiting-fWELL MACHINERY!
': one of the greatest subjects the coun- - riends.
"
try has to deal with, Is the opinion of
JJFor Sale Quick
President Gompers. John Mitchell al- - Dr. John H. Lacy arrived this morFor Cash
1 so sees much possible good in open and ning from . Graham , county, A. T.,
2 Steam Boilers
free discussion. Mr. Dawes regards bringing' his son, Drury, to the New
I Rotary
the calling of the conference at this Mexico Military Institute.
1 Drop
time as a highly useful piece of work.
Necessary
All
tools.
He believes that the inddatrial probMias Alta HoWefer went to Carlsbad
lems confronting the country today last night to attend court as stenog- Will sell collectively -- or separ-atel- y.
demand consideration by the - best rapher for Reid & Hervey.
brains of the Nation. The questions
Come quick if you want a" barto be discussed at the conference are CROWD FROM ELI DA
gain.
' DELAYED BY LABOR DAY.
declared toy President Stahl of the
Woodruff,
K.
S.
Congress
to
'most
"the
be
Farmers
A crowd of ten Elida people came
Special Master
important pressing for solution be- down from Elida Sunday might to take
fore our people today." Grand Master part in. the hearing of a contest in the
IlacheMer believes it is time "for se- 'government land office. In setting the
Nervita is coming.
rious people to discuss the trust prob- case the fact that Monday was to be
lem when President Roosevelt and the Labor Day was overlooked and the
law- officers of the government, whose crowd did not think of it being a hoAttend the Majestic tonight, and see
duty it Is to enforce the Sherman liday when they left their homes on the best program ever shown insay that under Sua&ay all.L Tfcey had to remain
act,
;i.. itr
--

V

interests of
pers and the
tially one, and that it is of the utmost importance that men representing all these classes should get to- gether, compare views and endeavor
to come to some agreement as to the
general principles by which these
common interests can be best served." Mr. Gilder Relieves that "This
talk will help to bring calmness and
coolness to the public mind, and Heaven knows it needs them." Judge
Grosscup says that It is Xull time the
corporations "which have grown up
as developments of our business life
without much reference to their relation to the people as institutions of,
and for, the people, be looked into as
institutions of, and for, the people."
Bishop Potter believes that by ".bringing the whole subject of the adminis-tration of corporations into the light
we may- - be assisted toy the best Intelligence of the 'land" in clearing up a
subject concerning which there Is "so
much ignorance and so mncti curious

FOR

BAND

NUMBER

I have always been for the Pecos Valley, and At is entiMr. Editor:
a believer and an advocate of trying tled to be called God's country as
to follow what nature intended us to much as any other place. If those who
do. Whenever we depart from follow are not in good health would only
ing along this line a mistake is being come here in time they would realize
.
made.
the fact; clear, pure air and bright
Lately, quite a number of the papers sunshine nearly every day in the year.
I will try to give a few facts and
belt are trying to
in the semi-arigive Campbell and his system a boom. figures, showing the situation of the
Before long, I am afraid they will find "Sure Thing" and doubtful farmer.
out they are making a mistake. I be- Will take 40 acres as a basis.
lieve many a person will wish he hai
The 40 acre doubtful farmer has to
depend on a crop of winter wheat or
never heard the name of Campbell.
There is a large belt of country some of the drought resisting corns.
from near the Canadian line to the I will allow him the benefit of a doubt
Gulf of Mexico, about a thousand and give him four crops in six years.
miles east and west, and nearly two It is doubtful if this can be accomthousand north and south, at least plished, largely depends on the man.
three-fourth- s
of this area I do not Forty acres of wheat, 20 bushels per
think nature ever intended to be cul- acre, or 40 acres of corn, 30 bushels
tivated. Go back to the very begin per acre, will realize for him about
ning of the world's history. We are $600 for each crop or a total of $2,400
not told the exact spot where the Gar- for six years. The doubtful farmer
den of Eden was placed, but we are cannot indulge in any fruit trees or
told that it was near the confluence alfalfa or any crop that requires conof three large rivers. (To my mind siderable moisture while growing.
The Sure Thing farmer, or the man
this was very significant in one or
more ways). No doubt the soil was with water, can raise five crops in
rich and contained sufficient moisture six years, as he should take the first
to make everything grow to perfec- year to get his land in good shape
tion We are, also, told that that was and get the wild nature out of it. Then
a very dry warm country. Being near he can- - put 20 acres in alfalfa, which
would will make at least four tons per acre
these rivers, the evaporation
naturally soften the air, and induce each year, or it will net him about
$25 per acre, as prices have ranged
rain to fall.
Sometimes I think the Garden was in the past. He can then plant 20 acplaced near the rivers so they could res in apples, which increase in value
have water convenient to irrigate it. each year $50.00 an acre for five years'
This is a spot I should like to see; it when the' orchard begins bearing, and
would .be very interesting to see where it will then pay 25 to 40 per cent on
man first started the cultivation of a valuation of $150.00 per acre.
These figures can be verified by
the soil. We are told that the cultivation of the soil and raising of stock any man who will give attention to
were the two first industries that his business; 'but let me tell you some
were started In the world. Very sig tiling else: There is a greater contrast
nificant is it not that directly and in- among men than there is in soila and
directly they would support all other climates. Wherever I have lived, I
industries; and that the raising of have seen men make a failure of farm
stock was just as essential to the ing. Another man would get the same
world's progress as the cultivation of farm and make a success. You will
the soil. This brings me to the point notice that I have used the word
doubtful in place of" dry farmer, beI wish to make:
cause it is more appropriate, as there
A major portion of the land inside Is no
such thing as dry farming. Stabelt was intended by
this semi-ari- d
from, the old settled countries
tistics
a
and
raising
of
stock
nature for the
large dry areas show that
have
that
majority of countries of the world
the rainfall has not varied much since
have areas of such lands. All this is the first sitatistics were taken.
very proper. The cultivation of the
As regards house accommodation,
soil produces the bread, fruits, vege- the doubtful and sure-thin- g
farmer
the
goods;
cotton
but
and
tables
on equal footing. The doubtful
are
they
stockmen are very important, as
has the cost of seed every
produce the butter, meat, boots, shoes farmer
crop. The alfalfa is good for from 12
and all warm clothing. They are en- to 15 years, then should be renewed.
titled to plenty of room. Rather cut An apple orchard is good for 25 or
farms and 30 years. The Pecos Valley farmer
up our large cultivated
give us more forty and eighty acre can
have any other fruit he may wish
farms. They are the best for any to grow, as well as all sorts of vegecountry. The man who cannot make
tables. It is, also, a fine country for
a living on 80 acres is not likely to raising vegetables.
do so on 160 acres.
Here is a place where those unforIf such men as Campbell were be tunate or fortunate women who have
lieved, nearly all the plains and level no husbands can make themselves
lands would be taken up in a short independent. For instance, they can
time and farmed, and the stockmen buy ten or twenty acres, plant one-hal- f
would ibe forced into the mountains
to good apples and the other half
and rough places.
in alfalfa or anything they wish anj
To those who are contemplating keep poultry that will furnish the livgetting a piece of land in this belt, ing until the apples are bearing. They
where you have, to depend upon na- begin bearing five years from planting
ture's rainfall, you will have for a when they will yield the large red
what I shall name apples peculiar to the Pecos Valley.
close neighbor
'A Doubt;" not a very pleasant com The 40 acre doubtful farmer averages
panion, and he is liable to he with about $400.00 a year to support himyou night and day, all the year thru. self and family. The surething farmYou start off in the spring with er's 20 acres of alfalfa nets him about
bright hopes and expectations; later $500.00 a year, his 20 acres of orchard
on it dawns on your mind that it is makes him $1,000 a year increase of
doubtful if you are going to raise suf- value, or $5,000 in six years. The 40
ficient to support your family; a very acre doubtful farmer's land has really
serious predicament for any one to not increased in value any at the end
be in. There may be some favored of six yeaj-s- , as it still remains mortspots where one can struggle through. gaged with the doubt, and nothing but
It largely depends upon the man. If a change in nature's laws can remove
you are wise you will take warning this sort of a mortgage.
from where the Garden of Eden was
I would rather have land in the Peplaced and get near water. Neither cos Valley, with water at $100.00 per
man, beast nor plant life can do well acre, than land in the doubtful belt
unless furnished sufficient - water.
as a gift, if I had to make a living
There is quite a large number of on it.
R. C. NISBET.
belt where
places in thi3 semi-ari- d
o
they have lots of water. The Pecos FOR SALE:
Stock ranch near TorValley is one of them. Here you can
rance. Twentygalkn well, plenty
get closer to water than almost anygood range and complete equipment.
where in the United States, as the
Address Dr. Thomson, Tucum-cariwater is right under your feet. All
58tS
N. M.
you have to do is to tap it with a well
Chicken dinner at Mrs. Spain's to
and it spouts out at the very place
It
you wish. Very few places where na- morrow. 420 N. Richardson.
ture has done so much. We get 14 to
Rooming House.
18 inches of rainfall.
Furniture and lease for sale at a
Nature has furnished a large reser bargain by Carlton & Bell.
voir in the shape of artesian water
down the Valley and
75 miles
8 or 10 miles wide where we now
$20 FOR THE BOYS
have over 500 flowing wells of from
I wii! pay $20 per thousand
300 to 1,600 gallons each per minute.
or $2 per hundred for bass fish
Then the Government has built another reservoir that will hold sufficient any size, delivered to me alive
water to irrigate 10,000 acres; besides and in good condition for my
we have a number of large natural fish poud. J. F. McMurray.
springs and running streams. Here,
also, nature located oite of her ibest
U. 3. WEATHER BUREAU.
sanitariums, "where you can retain or
(Local Report.)
regain lost health. You can steep outRoswell, N. M., Sept. 3 Temperadoors in a tent,' or In a house. Germs
cannot .live here, as they dry up. Na- ture. Max., 85; mln., 61; mean, 73.
Precipitation, 00; wind, I. W.. veloc
ture intended such places as this for
cannot have good ity 4 miles; weather partly cloudy,
people
who
Forecast not received. '.;
health in what you will hear some
M.WRIGHT,
people call "God's country. An All- Official In Charge.
wise Providence hag done a great deal
d

np-an- d

v
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ROSWELL DAI LY RECORD
DEMOCRATIC

IN POLITICS.

C. E. MASON
GEORGE A. PUCKETT- EatarMI May 19, 1908,

at

--

That it is a pleasure
to wear.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, Per Week
.".
Daily. Per Month. . .
Daily, Per Month, (In Advance)
Daily, One Tear (In Advance)

15c
60c
50c
95.00

A complete ifne

"What 'will Curry do?" seems to be signed to me.
In a little town every one knows
the leading question now in the minds
the editor and is inclined to take the
of politicians of all panties.
narrow personal view of his utterances.
He is told again and again that
Politicians are freely predicting that
Governor Curry will be forced to com the community does not want opin
promise with
Burs am, Andrews, ions. It wants local news boosting the
doings of its citizens. The editor will
Frost and Llewellyn.
find more profit and popularity in 'tell
Outside the Pecos Valley about the ing of the marketing of J. Smith's fat
only newspaper in the territory that hogs than in writing the most brillseems to appreciate the full humor iant editorials on state and national
of the cat and dog fight of newspa- issues. The fermenting genius that
pers and politicians is the Santa Fe gives scope to his editorial aspira
tions will be sized up as everything
Eagle.
imaginable from a lunatic to a marIt is very kind. Indeed, of the Presi- tyr. Impersonalities will often be callare
dent to accept the verdict of the vot- ed personalities. Compliments
ers aod not try to force joint state- made to appear in the light of "digs.
hood on the territories. But New Mex- Irony may be taken literally. From
ico's verdict was overwhelmingly in one issue of the paper to the next the
favor of statehood, while a handful of editor does not know when his best
people in Arizona voted against it. friend will meet him with an insolent
This would seem to indicate that New criticism or a stony stare that will
Mexico is entitled under the verdict slacken the blood in his impulsive
brain cells. He may attempt to roast
to statehood while Arizona is not.
in irony and the article be taken as
a compliment.
The argument of Judge Fall on the
Once the writer satirized the town
fraud
in
demurrers filed
the land
cases is summed up as follows: "I de- ship 'board for some foolish measure.
ny the Jurisdiction of any court in The next week the president shook
this Territory. I deny the Jurisdic- hand cordially, saying, "That was a
tion of the Supreme Court of the Uni- nice thing you wrote about the board."
ted States. If the Territory is not a Once a cheap show put on a series
sovereign the United States would be of vulgar and demoralizing performsuing itself in instituting this action. ances. I showed it up in Its true light
If the Territory is a sovereign then as a perverter of the morals of the
it cannot be sued without its con- young. The opera house manager, aidsent.' He spoke for three hours in ed by his irate wife and children, head
ed a big gathering that took part in
elaboration of this argument.
an editorial war dance. They were
by a coterie of dancers, leadThe political star of W. H. Andrews joined
appears to be growing dim. In spite ing members f the two Protestant
churches, who agreed with the manaof the reports of pensions which have ger
that, instead of the play being
been secured through his efforts and
demoralizing,
it was the editor's exbuilding
at
the plans of the federal
pose
was
demoralizing .
that
Albuquerque which have been reportBy trying to point out the good
ed as (being "about ready" these many moons, he does not appear to be that might ibe done by women's organi
able to arouse much enthusiasm am- zatlons I stirred up a hornet's nest
that stung me to a pulp. I wrote a faong the people. It looks as though
Otero is more popular than ble wherein the society ladies wore
wings. I found that they had stings
the Sacred BulL Santa Fe Eagle.
as well as wings and wasp waists. To
the infuThe esteemed Artesia News is mis- this day I bear the scars
taken in asserting that the Daily Rec- riated insects.
I refused to support a Stuart legisord is trying to line up with the new
governor. The Record etands just as lator for. office because he mistreatit stood during the Hagerman admin- ed his wife and had sold his influence
istration, in favor of better and more to the railroads. He retaliated by
economical
Territorial government.
In taking this stand we have even in
curred the bitter jenmity of some of
tjie Democratic county officials of our
own county not that we had anything
against them personally, but because
we have pronounced the salaries paid
certain county officers beyond all reason. If Curry stands for the interests
of all the taxpayers and not merely
then
for the politicians and
be will have lined up with the Record.
As for the war dance held by the
"Old Settlers," Mr. Curry probably
knows all the details better than the
Artesia News or any other paper in
the Territory could tell him. That sim
ply has nothing to do with our position on any question of politics, religion or government. We concede ev
ery man the right to bis own opinions,
and presume that Curry will .be gov- '
erned in all his administrative acts
Twenty-Sevent- h
by considerations of the general public good, and not "by petty spites and
'Jealousies. His attitude toward the editor or Che manager of this paper personally will not make the slightest
difference in the policy of the paper.
The Record stands for better government regardless of individual men or
parties.
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Two doors North of

Joyce-Prul-

abusing me publicly on the streets,
which is a common refuge of the
cheap country politician. He set up
a mob of young ruffians after me while
he sat back smiling and placid, pretending that he had nothing to do
with the volley of old cans that showered my peaceful building at night.
Several thrilling chapters could be
written on the events of that campaign. I fully understood what a political war dance meant before the
polls closed in November.
An editorial on bachelors brought
about a war dance that all the country is familiar with. The spinsters
and widows joined in the pow-wo-

A 60 acre farm, about one-hal- f No. 182 (c) Some splendid
vacant
lots, well located. Also a nice resiin alfalfa, five or more acres
dence. We can sell this property
in nice young orchard ; 5 room
cheap.
up war dances. Neither will he be
irriga-"
house; plenty of water for
No. 328. 600 acres land 44 miles
heard from outside the confines of his
tion. Located near tcwn. Price right
south of Roswell, at a very special
town and county.
bargain. Don't pass this up.
No. 182. 240 acres fine iand. Large
part of this" land in alfalfa; plenty No. 342. 20 acres with artesian waof water for Irrigation; small house ter, 6 room house, near town. Splendid for gardening.
with some young orchard and other
Improvements. See us for prices.
No. 72. 520 acres within
easy dis
tance
Splendid
Roswell.
of
water
No. 182 (b) About 2,000
acres of right sufficient
for all of tract. Some
good unimproved
land in artesian
of land in cultivation. Let us show
belt at a great bargain.
you.
CASH FOR SMALL ADS.
Small ads., under one dollar,
must be paid In advance. We
do this in order to avoid the
keeping of many petty ac- counts.
tf.
RECORD PUB. CO.

some married ladies and some grandmas too. It was anything but a
dreamy, sensuous
round dance that
followed. But the bachelors were
broader minded than .the society ladies and the politicians.
In a small town politics, town government, questions of morality and
public improvement are so closely allied with individuals that the small
public mind cannot see the difference
between upholding a principle of right
and attacking' some prominent" person in the town. There is never at
any time, enough of a kind to marshal
a contingent of public opinion to the
aid of the newspaper, though there
are always plenty of people to come
out and claim the victory after the
newspaper has won it. The editor who
makes a- - battle for any question of
FOR SALE.
abstract right in a country town is
left to fight the battle alone. What a FOR SALE.
Land scrip. W. O.
little town wants is not editorials calSkillman.
42tf
culated to make people better, but
FOR
rotary
drop
SALE:
One
and
to have its editor cater to the finanAustin well drilling machine. Incial wants of its one or two leading
quire at Roswell Machine Shop. 16tf
citizens and to conceal their vices.
An editor who does this will not stir FOR SALE:
A lot of good Jersey
cows. Will sell, one or a carload.
Gil more & Fleming.
21tf
FOR SALE: 8 room house with all
Apply 821
modern conveniences.
North Main St.
56tf.
FOR SALE:
Two of the best residence lots in Roswell. Northeast
corner, east front, one block from
Central school. L.. C. Walker. 49tf
FOR SALE:
Three or four miles
also
of open woven wire fence;
fence posts. Apply at Oasis ranch,
- 'phone 347.
16tf
FOR SALE: Two town lots in the
best residence district of Artesia.
Will ibe sold at a bargain. Inquire
at Record office.
tf
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Others Get the Flag!

$8,000 for Trotters, Pacers and Runners!
Trotting and Pacing Program

'

Purse No.
2:17 Pace - - - $1,000
Purse No. 2 2:20 Trot - -- - 1,000
Pace - - 1,000
Purse No. 3
Purse No. 4 2:25 Pace - - 500
Pace - 1,000
Purse No. 5
Purse No. 6 2:30 Trot - - 500
1

"
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Free-For-A-

smallest .detail in . our ' fcsej
cream factory, which." by the'
open to the;
way to

public

Inclusive

12

aAIbuquerque, New flexico.

2-1-
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RUNNING PROG R AI1 PUBLISHED LATER

. ;

The mors you know about how.
and wbere our cream m made
the more you'll like it.
Delivered to aay part of the
some today.
j
Telephone 385.

Tte E:st Hcrses cn fta

Colorado, Kansas and Texas Circuits

and ViWAind Finishes

-

city-Orde-

That's

-

Big List of Entries

AH!
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RAILWAY RATES: HALF PARE OR BETTER

"WHERE- CLEANLINESS
SUPREME,'
i

....

.

... Wt.10

f

j

J. A. Weinman, Pres.

ten and twelve, of block twenty-eighof the
Artesia Improvement Company's Addition to
the town of Artesia, will be sold at a bargain
t,

Jay A. Hubbs, Mgr.

'

Roy A.

at Record Office.

Apply

LOST.

f

11, LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN:

TO

LOAN.

BELL.
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For

PECOS VALLEY LUMBER CO

See Our
Mouldings, Sash, Doors,
Oak, Ash, Hickory,
Redwood, Fir, Cypress,
Poplar, Bass wood. Cedar, Lime,
Cement, Plaster, Class, Plate,
Fancy Mantles, Grates, Tiling

Those persons favoring the issuance
of said bonds shall cast a ballot reading, "For the issuance of bonds."
Those opposed to the issuance of
said bonds shall cast a ballot reading,
"Against the issuance of bonds."
The polling places at which said
election will be held are as follows:
At the East door of the RosweU
Auto. Company, at the corner of Richardson ave. and Second street, in the
Oity of Roswell; and the following
officers have been duly appointed to
conduct said election:
C L. Wilson, C. W. Johnson and J.
M. Peacock. Judges: L. Phillips anJ
R. S. Hamilton, Clerks.
By order of the City Council of the
City of Roswell, New Mexico, this
14th day of August, 1907.
FRED J. BECK.
(SEAL)
City Clerk.

Before You Buy.

Mrs. S. E. Rucker, son Robert, Mr. ,
and Mrs. R. L. Cryor and Utile daugh- - j
ter returned yesterday evening from
Las Palomas Hot Springs, N. M., much j
Unproved, hut report a very hard trip j
home on account of rains and muddy
roads.
I

--

co

Phone 175.

therein.

,

Ge-nas-

c.

ELECTION NOTICE.
Public Notice is hereby given that
a special election is hereby called
and will be held in the City of Roswell, New Mexico, on the sixteenth
day of September, 1907, for the purpose of voting upon the question of
issuing bonds of the City of Roswell
to the amou-- it of One Hundred and
Twenty-fiv- e
Thousand Dollars ($125,- 000) for the construction of water
works in and for said city.
On the question of the issuance of
said bonds no person shall be qualified to vote, except he be in all respects a qualified elector of the City
of Roswell and the owner of real or
personal property subject to taxation

Stamm, Sec'y.

Shingles, Doors, Snsh, Oak, Cypress, Poplar, Hickory, Lime, Cement, Plaster,
Roofing, Tarred Felt, Tar, Pitch,
Posts, Lead, Oil, Paints, Varnishes, Jap-a-laWall Paper and Class.

Us

CARLTON
06tf

New Railroad Schedule.
. South Bound.
Arrive, daily, 6:25 p. an.
Depart, daily, 6:35 jk. a.
North Bound.
Arrive, daily, 8: 50 a. m.
daily,
Depart,
9:05 a. m.

LUMBER,

See

A

weigh about 1200
pounds, with bay mare colt, reward.
Notify Record office--.
5St3.

ilar.ge bay mare,

MONEY

October 7 to

.

We have two good residence lots in Artesia,
in the best district for sale. These lots, nos..

Experienced cook. Man
WANTED:
and wife preferred. Apply at the
55tf
Slaughter ranch.
Dayton.
WANTED:
Cook at Hotel
Write at once, Dayton , N. M. 58t3

&

Annual Territorial

Bell

Artesia Town Lots

TO LOAN.

Fair Association

.

Caritsi

WANTED.

CO

New Mexico's

-

terms to suit customer. See us before
buying.

FOR RENT:
Furnished room, 209
N. Penn. ave.
54t3
FOR RENT:
Furnished room at
Mrs. Spain's Boarding House. 420
N. Richardson.
57tf

::::::::::
Record Office

-

-

We also have city property of every
kind for sale, and can make prices and

FOR RENT.

sonable

nn
LrU

OUR ICE CREAM IS PURE.
You couldn't imp rove on thlaj
Ice cream of ours if you tried..
Everything is sanitary to the!

-

--

Calling Cards, Invitation Caids,
Business, Cards, and in fact all
kinds of cards Printed, Engrav
ed or Embossed.
Rates rea-

We Take the Firsts!

lisher of the Stuart (Neb.) Ledger.)
The country editor who makes a spe
cmlty or editorial writing in a eohu
town would have some things interesting to tell the public if he had the
temerity to bare his Journalistic secrets to the world.' In this event "Ed
itorial War Dances" would be a more
"Editorial
appropriate title than
Round ' Dances," which has been as--

No. 363.

CARDS!
CARDS!!
CARDS!!!

c--f

A WOMAN'S EXPERIENCE
IN EDITING A PAPER.
(By Rosa Hudspeth, editor and pub-

is a partial list of our properties.

SEE OUR WINDOW

Classified "Ads."

Co.

t

Real Estate of every kind; Farms,
Ranches, City Property. The following

Daniel Drug Company.

just

Payton Drag, Book

Barpins!! Bargains!!!

Bargains!

Present

for every baby born in Roswell within 30
days from August 10. Call at our store,
give us the jiame of the little one and we
will give the present.
:

received.

PRESS.

tax-eater-

;

Perfect Comfort

PUBLISHED DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY BY RECORD PUBLISHING CO

ASSOCIATED

We Have a $1

Businoss Manager
Editor

BoawaU, N. M., under the Act of Congress of March. 8, 1879
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With Modern Methods, By Using

ELECTRIC LIGHTS

Roswell Electric Light Go

HAMPTON
IFM J
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JL-aMi-

later called a "charge') was heavy,
the effect demoralizing; but those who
escaped found a "spot well suited for
defense. Even as they swung down
from off their wounded, panting horses
and flung themselves flat upon their
faces to sweep with hastily leveled
n
carbines the river banks below,
came trotting gallantly down the
valley to their aid, his troopers fresh
and eager to be thrown forward on
.
The worst was over.
the
pmt like aniddeaed lions, the raTUel
Wolclera of (he Seventh, cursing their
folly, turned to strike and slay.
line of skirmishers was hastily
thrown forward along the edge of tho
bluff, while volunteers, urged fcy the
agonized cries of the wounded, endeavored vainly to procure a supply
of water from the river. Again and
again they made the effort, only to be
driven back by the deadly Indian rifle
fire. By three o'clock, ' although the
majority of the savages had departed
down the river, enough remained to
keep up a galling fire, and hold Reno
strictly on the defensive.
As the men lay exposed to the continuous snipping fire, above the surrounding din were borne to their ears
the reports of distant guns. It came
distinctly from the northward, growing heavier and more continuous.
None among them doubted Its ominous
meaning. Custer was already engaged
in hot action at the right of the Indian
village. Why were they kept lying
there in idleness? Why were they not
pushed forward to do their part? They
looked Into each other's faces. God!
They were 800 now; they could sweep
aside like chaff that fringe of red
skirmishers if only they got the word!
Officer after officer, unable to restrain
his impatience, strode back across the
Ben-tee-

LIT

firing-line-

in...
-
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S
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""Certainly, Hampton," he said.

that all?"

"Is

"All except what I am going to tell
you now regarding Murphy. There is
no use my attempting to explain exactly how I chanced to find out all
these things, for they came to me little
by little during several years. I knew
Nolan, and I knew your father, and I
had reason to doubt the guilt of the
captain, in spite of the verdict of the
Jury that condemned him. In fact, I
knew at the time, although It was not
In my power to prove it, that the two
principal witnesses against Nolan lied.
I thought I could guess why, but we
drifted apart, and finally I lost all
track of every one connected with the
affair. Then I happened to pick up
that girl down in the canyon beyond
the Bear Water, and pulled her out
alive just because she chanced to be
of that sex, and I couldn't stand to see
her fall into Indian clutches. I didn't
feel any special interest in her at the
time, supposing she .belonged to Old
Gillis, but she somehow grew on me
she's that kind, you know; and
when I discovered, purely by accident,
that she was Capt. Nolan's girl, but
that it all had been kept from her, I
Just naturally made up my mind I'd
dig out the truth If I possibly could,
for her sake. The fact is, I began to
think a lot about her not the way
you do, you understand; I'm getting
too old for that, and have known too
much about women, but maybe somewhat as a father might feel. Anyhow,
I wanted to give her a chance, a
square deal, so that she wouldn't be
ashamed of her own name if ever she
found out wha,t it was.
"About that time I fell foul of Murphy and Slavin there in Glencaid. I
never got my eyes on. Murphy, you
know, and Slavin was so changed by
that big red beard that I failed to recognize him. But their actions aroused
my suspicions, and I went after them
good and hard. I wanted to find out
what they knew, and why those lies
were told on Nolan at the trial. I had
an idea they could tell me. So, for a
starter I tackled Slavin, supposing we
were alone, and I was pumping the
facts out of him successfully by holding a gun under his nose, and occasionally jogging his memory, when
this fellow Murphy got excited, and
chasseed into the game, but happened
to nip his partner instead of me. In
the course of our little scuffle I
chanced to catch a glimpse of the fellow's right hand, and it had a scar on
the back of It that looked mighty familiar. I had seen it before, and I
wanted to see it again. So, when I
got out of that scrape, and the doctor
had dug a stray bullet out of my
anatomy, there didn't seem to be any
one left for me to chase excepting
Murphy, for Slavin was dead. I wasn't
exactly sure he was the owner of that
acar, but I bad my suspicions and
wanted to verify them. Having struck
his trail, I reached Cheyenne Just
about four hours after" he left there
with these dispatches for the Big Horn.
I caught up with the fellow on the
south bank of the Belle Fourche, and
beine well aware that no threat or
gun play would ever force him to confess the truth, I undertook to" frighten
him by trickery. I brought along
some drawing-pape- r
and drew your father's picture in phosphorus and gave
t
him the benefit in the dark.
Murphy all right, and everything was coming my way. He threw
up his hands and even agreed to come
In here with me and tell the whole
story, but the poor fellow's brain
couldn't stand, the strain of the scare
I had given him. He wont raving mad
on the Powder; he jumped on me
while I was asleep, and since then
every mile has been a little helL
That's the whole of It to date."
They were up with the pack-traiby now, and the cavalrymen gazed
with. Interest at the new arrivals.
Several among them seemed to recognize Murphy, and crowded about his
horse with rough expressions of sympathy. Brant scarcely glanced at
them, his grave eyes n Hampton's
stern face.
"And what Is it you wish me to do?"
"Take care of Murphy. Don't let
him remain alone for a minute. If he
has any return of reason, compel him
to talk. He knows you, and will be as
greatly frightened at your presence
and knowledge as at mine. Besides,"
yon have fully as much at stake as
anyone, for in no other way can the
existing barrier between Naida and
yourself be broken down."
Insisting that now he felt perfectly
fit for any - service, the impatient'
Hampton was quickly supplied with
the necessary food and clothing, while
Murphy, grown violently abusive, was
strapped on - a Utter between two
mules, a guard on either side. Brant
rode with the civilian on a sharp trot
-

That-caugh-

n

.

far as the head
Is
endeavoring to the

of the
very

pack-traj-

a.

last to per

uade the wearied man to rellnquiaa
this work to another.
"Foster," he said to the sergeant la
command oi the advance, "did yon
chance to notice Just what coulee Custer turned - Into when .bis column
swung to the right?".
"I think it must have been the sec
f

.

ond yonder, sir; where yon see that
bunch of trees. We was a long ways
back, but I could see the boys plain
enough as they come out on the bluff
up there. Some of 'em waved their
hats back at us. Is this man coin'
after them, sir?"
."Yes, he has dispatches from Chey
enne.
"Well he ought jter have no trouble
findin' the trail. It ought ter be 'bout
plain as a road back in God's country,
sir, fer there were more than 200
horses, and they'd leave a good mark
even on hard ground."
Brant held out his hand. "I'll certainly do all In my power, Hampton,
to bring this out right. You can rely
on that, and I will be fnithful to the
little girl."
The two men clasped hands, their
eyes filled with mutual confidence.
spurs to his
Then Hampton t
horse and galloped swiftly forward.

'hed

bluff summit, amid whistling bullets,
and personally begged the major to
speak the one word which should hurl
them to the rescue. They cried like
women, they swore through clinched
teeth, they openly exhibited their contempt for such a commander, yet the
discipline of army service made active
disobedience impossible. They went
reluctantly back, as helpless as children.
It was four o'clock, the shadows of
the western bluffs already darkening
the river bank. Suddenly a faint cheer
ran along the lines, and the men lifted
themselves to gaze up the river. Urging the tired animals to a trot, the
strong hand of a trooper grasping
every halter-strap- ,
Brant was swingd
up the
ing his long pack-trai- n
valley. The outriding flankers exchanged constant shots with the
skulking savages hiding in every ravine and coulee. Pausing only to protect their wounded, fighting their way
step by step, N troop ran the gantlet
and came charging into the cheering
lines with every pound of their treasure safe. Weir of D, whose dismounted troopers held that portion of the
rear.
line, strode a pace forward to greet
A half-mila mile, Reno's troops the leader, and as the extended hands
rede, with no sound breaking the si- of the officers met, there echoed down
lence but the pounding of hoofs, the to them from the north the reports of
tinkle of accoutrements.
Then, roundtwo heavy volleys, fired In rapid sucing a sharp projection of earth and cession. The sounds were clear, disrock, the scattered lodges of the Intinctly audible even above the uproar
dian village already partially revealed
of the valley. The heavy eyes of the
d
to those in advance, the riders were two soldiers met, their
brought to sudden halt by a fierce faces flushed.
crackling of rifles from rock and ra"That was a signal, Custer's signal
vine. Men fell cursing, and the frightfor help!" the younger man cried, imened horses swerved, their riders pulsively, his voice full of agony. "For
struggling madly with their mounts, God's sake, Weir, what are you felthe column thrown Into momentary lows waiting here for?"
confusion. But the surprised cavalryThe other uttered a groan, his hand
men, quailing beneath the hot fire flung in contempt back toward, the
poured into them, rallied to the shouts bluff summit. "The cowardly fool
of their officers, and swung into a won't move; he's whipped to death
slender battle front, stretching out now."
"Reno, you mean? Whipped? You
their thin line from the bank of the
river to the sharp upl of the west- haven't lost 20 men. Is this the Severn bluffs. Scarcely 150 white troop- enth? skulking here under cover
ers waited to stem as best they might while Custer begs help? Doesn't the
that fierce onrush or 1,200 battle-craze- d man know? Doesn't he understand?
By heaven, I'll face him myself! I'll
braves.
For an almost breathless space those make him act, even if I have to damn
.
him to his face."
mingled hordes of Sioux and Chey-ennHe swung his horse with a jerk to
hesitated to drive straight home
They knew those the left, but even as the spurs touched.
their death-blow- .
silent men in the blue shirts, knew Weir grasped the taut rein firmly.
"It's no use. Brant. It's been done;
they died hard. Upon that slight
pause pivoted the fate of the day; we've all been at him. He's simply
upon it hung the lives of those other lost his head. Know? Of course he
men riding boldly and trustfully across knows. Martini struck us just below
the sunlit ridges above. "Audacity, here, as we were coming in, with a
always audacity," that is the accepted message from Custer. It would have
motto for a cavalryman. And be the stirred the blood of anyone but him
Oh, God! It's terrible."
cause what it may, it was here that
"A message? What was it?"
Maj. Reno failed. In that supreme in"Cook wrote it, and addressed It to
stant he was guilty of hesitancy,
doubt, delay. He chose defense in Ben teen. It read: 'Come on. Big vilpreference to attack, dallied where he lage. Be quick. Bring packs.' And
should have acted. The observing then, 'P. S. Bring packs.' That means
savages, gathering courage from his they want ammunition badly; they're
apparent weakness, burst forth in re- fighting to the death out yowJer, and
sistless torrent against the slender, they need powder. Oh, the coward!"
Brant's eyes ran down the waiting
unsupported line, turned his flank by
one fierce charge," and hurled the line of his own men, sitting their sadstruggling troopers back with a rush dles beside the "halted pack animals.
Into the narrow strip of timber bordering the" river.
The whole narrow valley seemed to
swarm with braves; they poured forth
from sheltering coulees and shadowed
ravines; they dashed down in countless numbers from the distant Tillage.
Custer, now far away behind the
bluffs, and almost beyond sound of
the firing, was utterly ignored. Every
savage chief knew exactly where that
column was, but it could wait its turn.
In leaderless effort to break away
g
cordon, befrom that
fore the red, remorseless folds should
close tighter and crush them to death,
the troopers, half of them already dismounted, burst from cover In an endeavor to attain the shelter of the
bluffs.
The deadly Indian rifles
flamed In their faces, and they were
hurled back, a mere fleeldg mob, Irant Was Swinging His Pack-Trai- n
searching for nothing In that moment
d
Up the
Valley.
of terror but a possible passageway
across the stream. Through some He leaned over and dropped one hand
rare providence of God, they chanced heavily on Weir's shoulder. ,"The
to strike- - the banks at a spot where rest of you can do as you please-- but
the .. river proved fordable. They N troop is going to take those ammuplunged headlong in, officers and men nition packs to Custer if there's any
possible way to get through, orders or
commingled, the Indian bullets churning up the water on every side. The no orders." He straightened up in the
loss in that wild retreat (which Reno saddle, and his voice sounded down
the wearied line like the blast of a
CHAPTER XXXII.
The Fight in the Valley.
Far below, in the heart of the sunny
depression bordering the" left bank of
the Little Big Horn, the stalwart
troopers under Reno's command gazed
up the steep bluff to wave farewell to
their comrades disappearing to the
right. Last of all, Custer halted his
horse an instant, silhouetted against
the blue sky, and swung his hat before spurring out of sight.
The plan of battle was most simple
and direct. It Involved a nearly simultaneous attack upon the vast Indian
village from below and above, success
depending altogether upon the prompt
of the separate detachments. Scarcely had Custer's slender
column of horsemen vanished across
the summit before Reno's command
advanced, trotting down the valley,
the Arikara scouts in the lead. They
had been chosen to strike the first
blow, to force their way Into the lower
village, and thus to draw the defending warriors to their front, while Custer's men were to charge upon the
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swift-gatherin-
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N troop! Right face;
"Attention!
dross. Number four bring forward
the ammunition packs. No, leave the
others where- - they are; move lively,

men!"
He watched them swing like magic
into formation, their
faces lighting up with animation. They
knew their officer, and this meant bas:

dust-begrim-

in ess.

ore, and then "back to Brant's face.
"Do yon mean it? Are you going np
those bluffs? Good Heavens, man, it
will mean a courtmartlal." .
"Custer commands tho Seventh. I
command the pack-train,- "
said Brant.
"His orders are to bring np the packs.
Perhaps I cant get through alone, but
111
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try. Better a courtmartlal than to
-

fail those men out there. Going? Of
course I'm going. Into line take In-

tervals forward!"
"Attention, D troop!" It was Weir's
voice, eager and determined now. Like
an undammed current his orders rang
out above the uproar, and In a moment
the gallant troopers of N and D, some
on foot, some in saddle, were rushing
np the face of the bluff, their officers
leading, the precious
ammunition
packs at the center, all alike scrambling for the. summit, in spite of the
crackling of Indian rifles from every
side. Panting, breathless from the
hard climb, their carbines spitting fire
while the rapidly massing savages began circling their exposed position,
the little band fought their way forward a hundred yards. Then they
halted, blocked by the numbers barring their path, glancing back anxiously in hope that their effort would
encourage others to Join them. They
could do it; they could do it If only
the rest of the boys would come. They
poured In their volleys and waited.
But Reno made no move. Weir and
Brant, determined to hold every Inch
thus gained, threw the dismounted
men on their faces behind every projection of earth, and encircled the
ridge with flame. If they could not
advance, they would not be driven
Messenger after messenger,
back.
taking life in hand, was sent skurry-indown the bluff, to beg reinforcements to push on for the rescue,
g

swearing It was possible.

But

it was

after five o'clock before Reno moved.
Then cautiously he advanced his column toward where N and D troops yet
held desperately to the exposed ridge.
He came too late. That distant firing
had ceased, and all need for further
advance had ended. Scarcely had reinforcements attained the summit before the torrent of savagery burst
screeching on their front.
From point to point the grim straggle-

wrought par-

raged, till nightfall

tial cessation. The wearied troopers
stretched out their lines so as to protect the packs and the field hospital,
threw themselves on the ground, digwith knives and tin
ging
pans. Not until nine o'clock did the
Indian fire slacken, and then the .village became a scene of savage revel,
the wild yelling plainly audible to the

Most complete
CARLTON & BELL.
set abstract books in Pecos Valley,
Twenty-fiv- e
years experience.

CHAPTER XXXIII.
The Old Regiment.
By the time Hampton swung up the"
coulee, he had dismissed from hla attention everything but the business
that had brought him there. He experienced no fear, no premonition of
coming disaster, yet the reawakened
plainsman in him kept him sufficiently wary and cautious.
He possessed
a soldier's proud confidence in his regiment the supposition that the old
fighting Seventh could be defeated was
Impossible; the Indian did not ride
those uplands who could do the deed!
Then there came to him a nameless
dread,
that instinctive shrinking
which a proud, sensitive man must
ever feel at having to face his old
companions with the shadow of a
In his memory he
crime between.
room,
saw once more a
having a table extending down the
grave-facemen, dressed
center, with
in the full uniform of the service,
looking at him amid a silence like
unto death; and at the head sat a
man with long fair hair and mustache, his proud eyes never to be forgotten. Now, after silent years, he
was going to look into those accusing eyes again.
He pressed his
hand against his forehead, his body
trembled; then he braced himself for
the interview, and the shuddering coward in him shrank back.
Away to the left something was
moving, a dim, shapeless dash of
color. It might be Benteen, but of
Reno's columns he could perceive
nothing, nor anything of Custer's ex
cepting that broad track across the
prairies marked by his horses' hoofs.
This track Hampton followed, pressing his fresh mount to Increased
speed, confident that no Indian spies
would be loitering so closely in the
rear of that body of cavalry, and becoming fearful lest the attack should
occur before he could arrive.
He dipped over a sharp ridge and
came suddenly upon the rear guard.
They were a little squad of dusty,
brown-facetroopers, who instantly
wheeled into ' line at sound of approaching hoofs, the barrels of their
lowered carbines glistening in the sun.
With a swing of the hand and a
hoarse shout of "Dispatches!" he was
beyond them, bending low over his
saddle pommel, his eyes on the dust
cloud of the moving column.
The
extended line of horsemen, riding in
columns of four, came to a sudden
halt, and he raced on. A little squad
of officers, several of their number
dismounted, were out in front, stand
ing grouped just beyond the summit
of a slight elevation, apparently looking off into the valley through some
cleft in the bluff beyond. Standing
among these, Hampton perceived the
long fair hair, and the erect figure
clad In the
frontier costume, of the man ' he sought the
proud, dashing leader of light cavalry, that beau ideal of the sabreur,
the one he dreaded most, the one he
loved best Custer. The commander
s
In hand, pointing
stood,
down into the valley, and the dispatch
bearer, reigning, in his- - horse, his lips
wh!s but resolute, trotted straight np
tie slope toward him. Custer wheel
ed, annoyed at the interruption, and
Hampton swung down from the saddle, his rein flung across his arm, took
a single step forward, lifting his hand
In salute, and held forth the salsd
d
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Office ovi erf HESS & CO.

T. H. MALONT5:

First National Bank, phone 262. Let
as protect you against loss by fire.

CHAVES COUNTY ABSTRACT CO.
F. P. Gayle, manager. Reliable and
4i2S
prompt.

First class

Successors to Walton.
photographs,
enlarge

ments, and views- -

Newspaper.

Grocery Stores.

THE DAILY RECORD:
Prints all
the local news, and gives the doings
CO. The
GROCERY
WESTERN
of the world through the Associated
. leading
grocery store, nothing but
Press. 50 ots. a month.
Architects.
tiie best.
O. C. Nelson. CASH GROCERY. Prunty & Gordon,
J. M. Nelson.
Piano Tuners.
Proprietors'.
Strictly cash.
Our
CO.,
Architects.
J. M. NELSON
GOOD
TUNERS,
like good pianos,
groceries
are
the best.
Roswell, N. M.
Oklahoma Blk.
are scarce. Try Bernard Pos, the
expert piano tuner for both. Oppo
site P. O., 'phone 85.
Grain, Fuel & Hide Dealers.
Butcher Shops.

Fresh meats ROSWELL WOOL & HIDE CO. Let
us furnish you with your Grain, Coal
staple and fancy groceries.

T. C. MEAT MARKET.

Printing

Cards, Posters, Comand wood, we buy hides, phone '0 PRINTING.
U. S. MEAT MARKET. Keeps noth
mercial stationery, booklets, cataing but the best. Quality our ROSWELL
logues. The Daily Record.
Coal,
TRADING CO.
motto.
Hay, and Grain. Always the best,
STAR MEAT MARKET. The place East Second St., Phone 126.
Racket Store.
for good corn fed beef and all oth
er meats, 123 N. Main at, 'Fhoae
THE RACKET STORE. Dealer in
56.
Notions, China, granite ware and
Hardware Stores.
cooking utensils.
ROSWELL HARDWARE CO. Wnole1
Blacksmith Shops.
pipe,
sale and retail hardware,
Real Estate.
engines, fencing,
THE TEXAS SHOP. Rubber tires, pumps, gasoline
"
,
CARLTON & BELL. Do the largest
horse shoeing,
wheelwork,
Carry a real estate business in the
Enterprise Hardware Co.
city. If
and tire setting.
complete stock of builders hard
you are in tie market to buy or
T. M. RABB'S SHOP.
All kinds of ware, carpenter tools, stoves, rang sell, see us.
Garst
blacksmithing and wood work. es and kitchen utensils at live and EDWARD A. FINNEGAN.
Bldg. (210 N. Main). I sell strictly
Rubber tires and horseshoeing my let live prices. 322 N. Main.
on 5 per cent commission.
specialty.
W. P. LEWIS HARDWARE CO. GILMORE & FLEMING:
Real Es
The largest house In the West. Po- tate and Live Stock. 316V6 North
lite attention, complete stock and Main.
Book Store.
right prices. We solicit your bus!
List your property at lowest possible
INGERSOLL'S BOOK STORE.
$1.50 ness. First and Main.
price with Miss Nell R. Moore, rear
Popular Copyrights, 65c all the time.
American Nat'l Bank, 'phone 47.
.

plow-work-

Hotels.

rifle-pit- s

soldiers above.

Photographers.

Fire Insurance.

Abstracts.

Billiard-Po-

Hall;:.

ol

EUROPEAN
THE
GILKESON
Ready-to-weApparel.
Roswell's New Hotel. Rooms with
Sample
private bath. Free
Rooms. THE MORRISON BROS. STORE.
Outfitters in ready to wear apparel
One block west of Postoffice.
for men, women and children. MilEuropean
linery a specialty.
EL CAPITAN HOTEL.
plan. Rooms, 50c; meals, 25c. One
block west of depot.
Seed Store.
New
GRAND CENTRAL HOTEL:
&
ROSWELL
management. Woodruff & DeFreest. THE
PRODUCE
SEED CO. AH kinds of field and
Biggest and best. Only hotel equipgarden seed, write for catalogue.
ped with sample rooms.
We are not on
ROSWELL HOTEL.
Shoe Stores.
ly giving something good to eat, but
we fan you while you eat.
THE PEELER SHOE STORE. Only
exclusive shoe store. Peters and
Stetson shoes our specials.
Jewelry Stores.
ar

POOL-BOWLING, BILLIARDS,
Balke Coll. Co. equip
Brunswick
ment. Geo. B. Jewett, Prop.
H

Building and Loan Associations
See R. H. McCune in Patterson':
harness store for loans or nomes on
easy payments.

Contractors and Builders.

Contractors
GARRETT & SPARKS.
and Buiders. Painting and
The leading
P. O. Box 566 459 E. 5th. HARRY MORRISON.
Second Hand Stores.
jeweler.
Watches,!
and exclusive
diamonds, jewelry, rich cut glass 3? OS WELL SECOND HAND STORE.
and hand painted China, Sterling! New and second hand furniture,
Department Stores.
100-0- 2
N. Main.
Hills & Dunn,
and plated silverware.
JAFFA, PRAGEJt & CO. Dry goods, L. B. BOELLNER. Roswell's
besti Prop. Phone 69.
clothing, groceries and ranch supjeweler. A full line cut glass, hand MA KIN'S SECOND HAND STORE
plies.
painted China, diamonds, etc.
Headquarters for granite ware,
queensware, paints and enamel, furC.
FEINBERG Roswell's new Jew
JOYCE-PRTJIDry
Goods,
CO.
Clothing, Groceries, etc. The larg- eler. Call and see me, at 203', 4 N. niture and stoves. 109 Main St.,
Phone 227.
est supply house in the Southwest. Main St. A swell line of Jewelry.
We repair watches, all work guarWholesale and Retail.
anteed.
Sanatorium
paper-hanging-

.

T

Drug Stores.
ROSWELL DRUG & JEWELRY
Oldest drug store In Roswell.

CO.
All

things
DANIEL DRUG CO. Headquarters:
for drugs, wall paper, paints, var-

nish.
Dye

ROSWELL TENT CITY AND SANATORIUM, Incorporated.
Dr. C. L.
PECOS VALLEY LUMBER CO.
"?
s
. I.5anager.
P?
Lumber, shingles, doors, lime, ce
ment, paints, varnisa and glass.
Surety Companies.
Oldest
ROSWELL LUMBER CO.
lumber yard in Roswell. See us for R. H. McCune, agent U. S. Fidelity
all kinds of building materials and & Guaranty Co
Bonds on short notice
paint.

Lumber Yards.

--

Works.

KEMP LUMBER CO. Call on us fori
Tailors.
Shingles, etc. We treat
Lumber,
Recently estabK. C. DYE WORKS:
you right. East 4th St.
W. P. WOOD:
Tailor made suits.
lished here. Cleaning and pressing
Cleaning and pressing, 1184 North
J. H. Angell, 'phone 517.
Main St. Phone 409.
Life Insurance.
,

Electricians.

CAPITAL LiFE INSURANCE CO.,
Transfers.
A Western Co , for the
Electrical Denver Col.,
GUNSUL.
BERNARD
people. The largest divi ROBERT BALLARD. The Reliable
Western
Contractor, 110 N. Main St. ,phone dend payer in the business. See us Transfer man. Down -- town phono
141. Agent General Electric Co. All
before you buy, no trouble to show 224. Residence phone 42C.
kinds of electric work.
our policy. Horace A Lay Manager.

Undertakers.

d

Mens' Furnishers.

Furniture Stores.

DILLEY & SON. Undertakers. PriDILLEY FURNITURE CO. Swellest E. H. WIIX.IAMS & CO. The only vate ambulance, prompt service.
Underline of furniture in Roswell. See ns exclusive Men's "Furnishers in the ULLERY FURNITURE CO.
Pecos Valley.
takers. 'Phone No. 75 or No. 111.
for Refrigerators.

Russell & Brown Dr. T. E. Presley
East 2nd Street
Blacksmiths and Wood

Reid

SPECIALIST.

.

Workmen-a specialty. Call Pnone
127 and we will call for and deliver
your work. Everything first class, or
money refunded.
.

Horse-shoein- g

EYE EAR, NOSE & THROAT.
Office Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. 2 to 4 p.
m. Office: Oklahoma Block

J.

W. C. Held.

&

M.

Herrej.

Hervey

LAWYERS
Room 9, Texas Block. Phone 531

well-know-

field-glasse-

packet.

"Dispatches, sir," he said, simply,
standing motionless as a statue.
The commander, barely glancing
toward him, instantly tore open the
long official envelope and ran his eyes
tho dispatch amid a- bush in tho
conversation.
.. (To Be Continued.
o-"- er

-

"Unsling carbines toad.
If you navo a trade proposition of
Well, the veteran soldier, glanced
down that steady line of ready troops any kind see us. Carlton & Bell.

8.

irarr-

E. LUND

D0Y0UKN0W

LAWYER

-

When you want a quick cure without
any loss of time, and one that is followed
by no bad results, use

THE ET WEATHER
COMFORT AND

Specialty "lining Law
Navajo Block. - - 324 N. Main.

PROTECTION

afforded by a

Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and
Remedy
Diarrhoea
pleasant to take.
and
It never
--

-

Durable

is

fails

It is equally valuable for children. It is
famous for its cures over a large part oi
the civilized world.

POT PLANTS and CUT
FLOWERS At
Alameda Greenhouses
Legal Blanks

?
Slicker
Light
Clean

at

Record Office,

Guaranteed

Waterproof
3?9

125 North Main Street

First class dinners 35ct8
from 12 to 6. Breakfast
and Sapper at all hours
a la carte.
OPEN

Record Want Ada. Get

Result.

Everywhere

J TOWtft

CO

O&TOM
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Mrs. Jack Martin and three
dren have returned from a week's
it in Amarillo. While there they
the big circus that was in that

last

week.-

-

chil-

vis

saw
city

We

Mire

0)

Dti

are Buying Are YOU?
THE NEW YORK STORE, C. H. Edwards, Prop

egal Blanks

Dr. Leon Durham left this morning
for Texico, Sunside and other points,
expecting to be gone the remainder
A. P. Waters, of Dexter was here of the week. '
today.
Mrs. M. J. Hartmaa .returned this
R. E. Miller was here from Dayton morning from a week's visit at Lake
today.
Arthur with her daughter,
and little grandson.
rancn
S. E. Lewis was in from his
yesterday.
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Luo
Stover died yesterday evening at
ther
W. R-- Hewee was in from his ranch
six o'clock. Burial was made today in
yesterday.
the South Side Cemetery- Legal Blanks of an Kinds tor sale
Daud Patrick, formerly of Dexter,
at the Record Office.
came up from Dayton this morning.
He has bought a saloon at Dayton
Iem W. Bourne, of Glen, was a busi- and
will move there soon.

Kl

1

I

are

g

Correctly Drawn
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Lake-woo- d

Ben Davisson arrived this morning
C. C. Womack left last night for
from Hagerman to spend the remain- Carlsbad, accompanying that far his
der of the week.
two sons who are going to Las Cru- ces to enter the New Mexico College
John Barault, of Albuquerque, ar- of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts.
rived last night and is registered at
the Grand Central.
W. P. Fordham, who has been here
o
making his home with his sister, Mrs.
F. L. Bode went to Texico this mor- Alan Campbell, for the past year, left
ning on one of his regular semi- last night for El Paso and Old Mexi
monthly business trips.
co, from where he will return to his
home in New York.
B. D. Airheart, of Memphis, Tex.,
o
is here looking after business affairs,
George Causey and family returned
having arrived last night.
last night from Las Palomas, where
at the hot springs for
Judge Emmett Pattern returned this the yahve Ibeen one
of the daughters.
the
health
of
from,
stay
days
at
morning
a
of two
They left today for their home on the
his ranch near Hagerman.
Plains, 50 miles east of RoswelL

Neatly Printed
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An ad in the Daily Record
Brings Results.
WHY?
The Daily Record is read
by all the people. WHY?
The Daily Record prints
all the Latest News, both
Local and of the World.
The first of these questions
is answered by the second,
and the second by the third

3
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Niagara.-

The mighty aqueduct

Thc
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LIST YOUR

is to

heavv amronriation for the Cow Boy
tournament, and in fact more money
Is being turned loose, for every depart"
ment of the fair, than ever before.
The Albuquerque business communi
ty has found that the Territorial Fair
It
pays as a business proposition.
brings the people to Albuquerque.
They are therefore contributing more
liberally each year to the support of
the big fall carnival. This year not
less than $2,500 in cash will be spent
in preparation for the big week. The
program of the Territorial Fair year
by year is a sure" Indication, not only
of the growth of Albuquerque, but of
the steady 'advancement of New
Mexico. '
Majestic Tonight.
The finest program ever shown 1n
Roswell. The feature picture Jim's
apprenticeship, is alone worth the
price of admission. Four other pictures
and the big song hit San Antonio.
OLD VETERAN

require a wonderful siphon drop under the Hudson, to be cut through the
solid rock 600 feet' below the surface
of the river and 1,000 feet below the
"surface of the high ground where the
cut is made. The plans for the erea- ttfcwi of till1? great water supply S3stein
have been made under the supervision
of a board headed by the well known
financier J. Edward Simmons.
This supply of 500.000,000 gallons of
water daily in addition to the present
supply is .required by the growth of
New York city. It is estimated that
the city will have 7.000.000 people by
the time the work is completed. The
present population is about 4.300.000.
Los Angeles "now has about 275,000
people, but Is growing so rapidly that
Two Gigantic Engineering Projects
a vastly larger water supply Is ImperaInaugurated by Loa Angeles &nd
tive. Some years ago Fred Eaton, who
New York City One Enterprise Is
has been city engineer and mayor of
to Cost $25,000,000.
the Other
Los Angeles, conceived the Idea of
bringing the pure water of the Owens
About $161,000,000. Uriver from the Sierra. Nevada across
the desert to the city. His plan has
T the two edges of this continent been adopted, and bonds for $25,000,-00- 0
jk work has Just begun on two
have been voted to build the aquemiles of canal will
rfB, of the most gigantic engineer- duct. Twenty-thre- e
ing projects for city water sup- be dredged in the mountains. .Then a
thirty-seven
miles, lined
ply ever conceived by man. New York conduit of
and Los Angeles, 3,0j00 miles apart, with masonry, will be built. Six miles
are the cities to be served. For New more of aqueduct, with. Ave miles of
through rock, will bring the
York an additional water supply of tunnel to
waters
the "bad lands" of Jawbono
more than 500,000,000 gallons a day is canyon.
About eight miles of tunnels,
to be brought down from the Catskills, a mile of steel flume, two miles of steel
150 miles, by aqueduct and tunnel, pressure pipe iu inverted siphon conthrough fertile valleys, under the Hud-so- u struction, then sixty-seve- n
miles of
and the East rivers aud beneath aqueduct across the Antelope valley
the Narrows, through which the ocean desert, with a few more miles of tunliners pass, to Staten Island. From nel through ranges, will carry the
the high rampart of the Sierra Ne- melted snow water to big reservoirs
vada range Los Angeles is to bring near Los Angeles, to be piped through
down an extra water supply capable the city and supplied for irrigation
of supporting a city of 1,000,000 people purposes on the outlying farm and or200 miles under mountains, across des- chard lands.
erts and through beautiful orange
House to rent cheap, iy2 miles out.
groves to the city.
The New York project Is to cost Good piace for chickens. Inquire of
about $101,000,000 and the Los Angeles T. A. Harrison, Room 7, Oklahoma
undertaking approximately $25,000,000. Block.
54t6
The California city expects to have its
aqueduct completed within five years.
a shipment of
Just received
New York's project Is not promised fresh candies, bon :bons, chocolate
complete before 1930. though It Is ex- creacjs, nut centers and tops. luger-sol- i
pected the upper parts of the great
54tf
Book Store.
city will be served with water from
this source several years earlier.
IN
OREGON
FRUIT RAISING
Mayor McClellan a short time ago
AND NEW MEXICO.
broke ground for the Initial work on
Roswell, N. M., Sept. 2, 1907.
the New York project Seven gigantic
Editor Record:- - In a recent issue
reservoirs are to be built in the Cats-kill- s
on the east side of the Hudson of the Record an article by Parker
river and one on the other side, at Earle on "Better Fruits," put me in
Kensico, N. Y. A dozen villages with memory of when I lived in Oregon,
8.000 people and nearly 1,000 houses 1S87 to 1894. Next to New Mexico,
must move out, for their sites will be Oregon cannot be ;beaten for apples,
submerged.
The eight reservoirs will have a com- pears and prunes. I was in the footbined area of 16.056 acres, with a hold- - hills of the Coast Range at the edge
of the Willammett valley, 30 miles
west of Portland. As western Oregon
more rain through the winter and very
little in summer, my experiments in
gardening and raising strawberries
gave me occasion for thoughts on irrigation. I am aware that gardeners
and fruit growers stop Irrigating from
fall till spring. Is not winter the time
that we ought to be filling the ground
with water, and do more cultivating
and less irrigation while growing the
crop? I had a small patch of garden
one summer which I kept well cultivated, and had a good crop wjile oth
ers in the neighborhood failed.
I had a patch of strawberries, about
60 square rods set the fall before and
had few berries. When done picking
with a sharp hoe I cut the tops oft
close to the ground, but not to the
crown, and kept, the ground well cultivated. When the plants came on
again, instead of sending out" runners
they formed heads. Next year there
were clusters of berries all around the
hills. I harvested over 2,100 pounds
off this patch.
I set out to give nry experience in
irrigation here in New Mexico, but
that" would make this too long. "I .understand that water is now flowing into the Hondo reservoir. Would
f. EDWARD SIMMONS FRED KATOS.
e well for water users to start
tag capacity of 257.220,000,000 gallons.
run the water on their land
In
and
The largest reservoir, the . Asbokan,
will cover 10,120 acres and hold
gallons. The dam required
to create this artificial lake will cost
$29,000,000 and will be the largest In
the world. Built of arth, rock and
cement. It will be half a mile thick at
the base and 800 feet high. The spillOARST B'LD'O.
way over the dam will be a cataract

Record Office
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of the old wounds revives the interesting story of how he was hurt, more
than forty years ago. Moreover, it is
not thought he can overcome the rup
ture, his age being decidedly against
him, and his physician has little hope
for his recovery.
Sanchez was a loyal son of Mexico
In those days and was like a great
majority of his countrymen in that
he was opposed to the yoke of France
and her son Maxmillon. Before he
could reach the Mexican army he was
impressed into the service of Maxmil-lon'- s
forces and as such was one day
placed on guard with a detachment
of French soldiers at the corner of

two streets in a small town near San
Luis Potosl. The Mexian army surrounded the place and prepared for
an assault. The Mexican spies came
to Jose in the night and told him if
he did not desert the French army and
come to his own country's forces he
Meanwhile
the
would .be killed.
French were watching him at every
moment of the day and night and if he
should try to leave they would have
killed him. This was certainly a case
of "between the devil and deep sea."
If Jose should try to desert the French
they would kill him. If he did not,
his own countrymen had promised
him death.
At the time of the Mexican attack
on the town came, Jose was with a
party of French and the Mexican soldiers, it is supposed, picked him out
as a special mark. He was literally
cut to pieces with sabres. The scars
of fifteen long slashes can ibe found to
this day on dtfferent parts of his body,
head and arms, In trying to cover his
head and save his life, all the fingers
of one hand were slashed off and the
other hand was rendered almost use
less by being cut in two. . He was al
most disemboweled, and was left for
dead, but" his vitality was greater than
was thought to be possible. After the
battle and capture of the city by the
Mexican troops, Jose was picked up.
put together and the fact that he is
today alive In Roswell is sufficient tes
timony that 4e either received good
nursing or was possessed of a charm
ed life.
Mr. Swaggart of Elida,. was here- yesterday and today transacting busi- -

Water Supply
-

With

E. A. Finnegan,

this coming winter, ready for next
year's crops.

Residence Property in Ft.
daughter, Worth Texas to trade for
Airs. John Kichey aud
Miss Vera, who have been making an farm lands near Pnswell
extended visit in the Pecos Valley, '
FRANK DUNLAP.

left this morning for their home la
San Antonio, Tex.
Dr. T. E. Presley returned this
ning from Artesia,

New Mexico.

mor-

ADVERTISEMENT.
Roswell, N. M, Aug. 20, 1907.
Sealed proposals will be received at
City Council Chambers, Roswell, N.
II., until 2:00 o'clock, p. m., September
18th, 1907, for the construction of concrete lining and concrete culverts and
earthwork in connection therewith, in
portions of the North Spring River
Ditch and the North Spring River Cen
ter Ditch, involving shaping and section about 7981 lineal feet of ditch;
and building about 1857 lineal feet of
concrete culvert, with the excavation
and backfilling in connection
therewith. The work is subdivided,
and
proposals for separate divisions thereof may be submitted.
For specifications ana forms of proposal, address,
ARTHUR STEVENS,

R. H. McCune
In Patterson's Harness Store.
a certified cneclf, payable to Arthur
Stevens, Treasurer, aa a guaranty that,
the bidder will if successful, promptly
execute a satisfactory contract and
furnish bond for the faithful performance of the work. The certilied
checks required will be for the following amounts:
$500.00 for the work
enumerated in schedule 1, and $5(10.110
for the work enumerated In schedule
2.

Each bid must be accompanied by a

guaranty of responsible sureties to
furnish the necessary bond if the bid

Secretary. is accepted. The bond required will
be in the amount of $2,500 for the

NOTICE TO BIDDERS.
The work has been subdivided for
convenience and is itemized in three
schedules. Award will be made by
schedules. A separate contract may
be let for the work under each schedule, or two or more schedules-- may be
let to the same contract, or at the option of the Committee.
Each bid must be accompanied by

work covered in schedule 1, and
for the work covered by schedule 2.
Proposals must be marked, "Proposal for North Spring River Ditch," or
(or "and") "North Spring River Center Ditch, Roswell, N. M.," aud address to Arthur Stevens, Secretary,
Roswell N. M.

Let Us Shove! the Coal
and cart out the ashes the hardest of your
household duties. You needn't do it if you

hare a

.

OAS RANGE.

See the Roswell GAS Company.
F. DIVERS,

Pre.

EMMETT PATTON. V.

Pre.

KD. S. UIBBANV, Sec.

Reliable Abstracts

Tour abstract should be a reliable, credible history of
vour land, prepared by competent faithful men. Ours
nave 20 years xf experience behind them and are by law
admitted in all the courts of the Territory as evidence of
the facts therein.

Roswell Title & Trust Co.
INCORPORATED.

Phone 320.

OFFICE OVER CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK

Roswell and Other Points on the

Pecos

Valley Lines

Best reached by direct connections with the A. T. &
Be

it-n-

E. A. FINN EG AN,

S7000

GARST B'LD'G

K

MONEY to LOAN

PROPERTY

CITY or FARM

carry the waters to the great city will

--

2,

i --

the waterfall at

and Mrs. Sidney Prager
thur this morning to spend two days thisMr.morning
reon a month's pleasure a veteran in the Mexican-Frenclooking after land (business.
trip to the Great Lakes, Boston and bellion in 1865, and the breaking open

Rev. Martin Armstrong left this other points in the East. They were
morning for Fort Worth to take part accompanied by Miss Ella Prager,
who is going to Pittsburg, Pa., to
In a religious revival meeting.
spend two months with friends.
R. F. Rogers came In this morning
The purses at this year's Territorfrom Dayton and left on "the auto today for Carrizozo on a .business trip. ial Fair In Albuquerque, to be held Ocare considerably more geno
tober
J. W. Denney, Justice of the peace erous than ever .before. In addition
and land agent at Elida, was here yes- to the usual heavy appropriation for
terday and today on business at the racing, the baseball appropriation has
been increased to $1,750. There is a
land office.

i

more lhan ahunorrecl ?eet "higher Than

FORTY YEAR OLD WOUND
By suddenly rising from his chair,
Jose, Sanchez yesterday broke open
left internal wounds that he received as

Ar-

ft

fft

KOSWELIL- IHARD)WAl3IE CO

And

o-

M. A. McClister, Alva Kimbrell and
Tanner and daughter were Miss Cora Hedrick came down from
here from Hagerman today.
Elida last night to make commutaon Miss Hedrick's homeChicken dinner at Mrs. Spain's to- tion proof
stead.
morrow. 420 N. Richardson.
It
Glen A. Coulson, Jr., and Clayton
Room and board with bath at ClemCoulson, of - Greenville, Tex., arrived
5ot6
ents house, 600 N. Richardson.
last night and put up at the Grand
E. S. Mirady, who lives near Hernan Central. They will enter the Military
dez Lake, came in yesterday on busi- Institute.
ness.
W. A. Hawkins, a prominent lawyer
L. Montfort and J. T. Mitchell of and politician from Alamogordo, who
Amarilk), came down last night for had .been here looking after business
affairs, left yesterday on the auto for
a short stay.
his borne.
o
Capt. W. C. Reid went to Carlsbad
Grahme Frost, son of Col. Max
last night to attend the opening of
of the New Mexican, arrived on
Frost
district court.
the auto last night from Santa Fe to
o
enter the Military Institute for his
C. J. Derrick came in last night
final year's work.
from Clarendon, Tex., to spend a few
days on 'business.
Mrs. Wade Hill and grandson, Raymond H. Davis, who have been visitMrs. E. C. Cook came up from
ing the former's son. Dr. W. L. Hill,
this morning to make proof on for the past two weeks, left this morher desert claim.
ning for their home in Dallas.

Is made with a hinge joint, by which the maximum of elasticity is
aim iuc iculc ii jrujjciiy sirciuicu, rcmaius in place inaen- kuicu
nueiy. w un tne ninge joint, no amount ot strain on the bars can
ettect the connection ot stay and bar, while the opposite is true of
all rigid stay fences.

have a large stock of all the
Legal Blanks commonly used
These blanks
in New Mexico.

O. R.

I

f

AMERICAN:

We

ness visitor here yesterday.

Put a Bull Behind the Bars

We call especial attention to the hinge joint at each intersection
of stay with main bars.
This is the essential of every eood wire fence. Unless the tav
has a hinge joint the fence cannot receive pressure from contact
and right itself. All rigid stay fences have been unsatisfactory and
disappointing, as they crush down and when once down, remain so.

eon-in-la-

J. E. Baker came up from Lake

it

On Our Stock of Goods, Crowds

C. W. Osborn, of Elida, was here
yesterday and today as a party in a
contest case tried at the land officer

LOCAL NEWS.

n

All

the way.

sure your ticket reads

fc.

F.

Via Santa Fe.
Full information

regarding rte8, etc.,

cheerfully furnished.

D. L. MEYERS,

Traffic Manager,

-

Amarillo, Texas

